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Feldwebel Seydlitz’s small platoon had its Amfreville garrison in the southeast
corner of town. The duty here was much better than the year he spent on the Eastern
Front. The whole row of 3 townhouses and the surrounding walled compound was
reserved for his platoon. He had 2 MG-42 MMGs assigned to his platoon. He stationed
one MG-42 in the church steeple (with the 2 teams rotating during the daylight hours) to
provide long-range observation and fire support. The platoon prepared defensive
positions at the corners of the walled compound. Daily, Feldwebel Seydlitz mounted 2-3
foot patrols in town and to the surrounding farms.
Then this morning an alert came; he posted the MMG team early and moved his
squads out into the compound. If nothing happened by mid-morning he decided to do
only one patrol through town, meet with the mayor and police commander to restrict
civilian movement after dark.
LTC Timmes divided his group of paratroopers between Lt. Levy and himself as
he approached Amfreville from the southeast. Using the hedges and windbreaks (rows of
trees) each group approached the town hoping to conceal themselves from any observer
in the tall church steeple illuminated by the rising sun. LTC Timmes’ group was the first
to be spotted by the Germans as they approached behind a thin row of trees.

The MG-42 team spotted movement behind the trees and the squad on the same
side of the compound spotted more movement in another part of the windbreak. Both
groups of Americans were taken under fire and each took some casualties. One group
was LTC Timmes’ HQ group, the other one of his squads. LTC Timmes was able to
evade behind a slight rise in the field, but the squad was pinned down in the open field.
Both the MG-42 and German squad continued to pour fire into the hapless squad, but the
folds in the field and the windbreak provided a lot of cover (-5 on d8 damage) so that the
continued fire caused few additional casualties. LTC Timmes tossed his smoke grenade
to mask his approach across the field. The unspotted squad reached the end of the
hedge/tree-line and waited for the rest to catch up.
The pinned squad was finally ready to make a dash for the field corner that would
give them cover from the MG-42. LTC Timmes reached the corner also and paused to
consider his next move.
To the south Lt. Levy and his two squads moved at double time towards the town
after hearing the machine gun fire in the direction of LTC Timmes’ approach. Keeping
to the hedgerow and windbreaks caused Lt. Levy to take a zig-zag route to the northeast.
Reaching a gap in the
hedge to the south of town, Lt.
Levy looked around the hedge
end and spotted a foxhole near a
building to the north. Lt. Levy
tossed a smoke grenade halfway
to the building before the scratch
platoons double-timed across the
open field.
From this position Lt.
Levy moved with deliberation
toward the sound of the guns. In
his way was another windbreak
and orchard.

LTC Timmes sent the uninjured squad around the end of the hedge to follow the
road toward the walled compound, from which the Germans were firing. The hedge
along the road blocked a clear view of the northeast corner of the compound. To hide
their movement, LTC Timmes tossed his last smoke grenade out into the field north of
the road. LTC Timmes then followed, and the injured squad brought up the rear. His
units were all moving tactically (moving, looking, ready to shoot). As the lead squad
approached the compound, they moved out slightly and brought the German squad at the
corner under fire. In the firefight the German squad was suppressed and the lead
paratroop squad paused to let the rest catch up. As he approached, LTC Timmes ordered
the lead squad to dash to the small walled house opposite the 3 stone row houses of the
German compound.
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Unbeknownst to LTC
Timmes, an unspotted
German squad moved up to
reinforce the suppressed
squad. Additionally, the
MG-42 team had moved to
the ground floor and started
setting up in the easternmost
row house that Feldwebel
Seydlitz was using as his
observation perch on the
second floor. Feldwebel
Seydlitz had not heard any firing from the steeple MMG, so the enemy attacking his
compound must be the only immediate threat. After the suppressed squad was joined by
the other squad, they rallied. Together, the squads withdrew to the same small stone row
house with the rest of the platoon. Feldwebel Seydlitz had the unidentified squad join
him on the second floor as each floor could only hold about two squads without being

Standing Room Only (SRO). This
also limited the number of enemy
that could get into the building.
The paratrooper squad, across
the road, cleared the building, setup
firing positions and started looking
for Germans in the 3 row houses
across the road. They knew
Germans were in the building across
the road, but had not observed any
going in a particular doorway. The
paratroopers and LTC Timmes also
did not know if the houses were
connected inside. LTC Timmes held
back between the road and hedge
with a good view of the front of the
building facing the road. Just
beyond the orchard next to the German strongpoint, LTC Timmes spotted Lt. Levy and
one of his squads. The injured squad moved down the outside of the compound wall to a
position near a gate that could also cover most of the building facing the compound
center.
From both sides the paratroopers determined that two row houses toward the
orchard did not contain Germans. With that settled, the squads started to pour small arms
fire into the one row house they knew contained Germans, to suppress the occupants. Lt.
Levy’s stronger squads hurried through the orchard and down the road to reach the
strongpoint.
Inside the house, the MMG finished setting up, when a burst of small arms fire
suppressed it for 6 chits (effectively taking it out of the game.) Another burst of fire from
across the road caught the squad that had just gotten upstairs and was establishing itself
to cover the front - the result was suppression for 4 phases. More fire suppressed the
squad covering the front entrance to the first floor, but only for one chit. Then a burst
from the back paratroop squad struck Feldwebel Seydlitz small group suppressing it for 2
phases.
Lt. Levy’s lead squad raced up the road, while the paratroopers in position
continued to pour fire into the row house. Almost without pause, the lead squad stormed
into the front door. Inside, the German squad had just rallied and was able to fire at the
paratroopers jumping through the doorway. In the back, the injured squad moved up to
the back of the row house, cutting off any escape.
Feldwebel Seydlitz recovered enough to fire at the squad moving up to the back
without effect.

At this point, the game duration ended. No German squads were even damaged,
although the MMG in the row house was vulnerable to being captured. And another
squad was suppressed (although it was upstairs and somewhat out of reach.)
One US paratrooper squad was inside the house and locked in close combat on the
first floor. Until either it or the German squad was eliminated/captured, it would be
difficult to get more paratroopers into the row-house as it was SRO inside.
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LESSONS LEARNED:
1) Need to determine (in general terms) the number of squads possible inside a
building on each floor.
a. HQ or weapon team counts as ½ squad
2) House rule: When a moving infantry unit is suppressed, it continues to move,
but only for half the intended distance. Vehicles similarly.
3) When the scenario contains elevated off board observers or direct fire units
determine the blind zone behind any tall barriers.
a. For this scenario it was 3 cm from the windbreaks / single story
buildings. Taller buildings would have a much larger blind zone.
4) Towels, washcloths, or even magazines under a cloth terrain mat create great
rolling terrain.

